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Anyonghaseyo, dear brothers and sisters! 

 

Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father, True Mother and Heung Jin Nim [in the 

spiritual world]: 

 

True Father: "Therefore the true measure of your happiness is whether you are close to the central 

standard of true love. Happiness or unhappiness cannot be determined by how much money you have, but 

only by the purity with which you exercise true love." [1] 

 

At the fall the heart of human beings got contaminated with fallen nature. People these days speak about 

love, even true love, but what they mean does not have much to do with true love. True love is resonating 

with God's love, with True Parents' love, while people have fallen concepts about love: 

 

Heung Jin Nim: "Everyone uses this word [love], they profaned it and defiled it "love" and only they 

mean selfishness, greed and lust. They do not know what love is. But you must be the teachers of love. " 

[2] 

 

Heung Jin Nim wants us to be the teachers of love, showing the world what true love is and what a life of 

true love is all about. 

 

In order to be teachers of love, we ourselves have to know what true love is and have to live it. Otherwise 

how can we be teachers of love? 

 

Heung Jin Nim: "What I am interested in is to see you transformed, I want to see you reborn....We are 

called Unification, meaning one, yet we are very broken up. We do not know love ourselves; how can we 

teach, how can we teach others to love? We must love, we must learn to love." [2] 

 

Only by learning to love the way God does, can we achieve true happiness and activate God more than 

ever, in our lives, in our family, in the nation and world. 

 

Heung Jin Nim is very much interested in us being revolutionized and transformed. He knows our vast 



 

 

potential, but he also sees that often we doubt ourselves, that often we do not believe in our potential, let 

alone see and actualize it. 

 

He tries to encourage us to see who we really are and become great revolutionaries of heart and true love: 

 

Heung Jin Nim:"Your capacity to love is far greater than you know, far greater than you dream. You do 

not even know, you are little thimbles now, you can only hold a drop or two and you think you are full. 

It's not enough to even wash out your eye. But when you learn to love truly, you will be vaster than the 

ocean." [2] 

 

As we revolutionize our heart and love, great and greater things will happen. Then we can really impact 

society and bring God into the game: 

 

Heung Jin Nim: "Before we talk about reviving the nation or even before we talk about reviving the 

Christian ministers, and before we talk about reviving our movement, each one of us needs to be revived 

in the spirit of God and in the spirit of our True Parents and in my spirit of victory...It begins with each 

one, with each one of you." [3] 

 

We can only revolutionize the world by revolutionizing ourselves, advancing in heart and love all the 

time, purifying ourselves from fallen nature, making our original mind grow and resonate with the love of 

God: 

 

True Mother: "Our original mind needs to resonate with Heaven and then the culture of heart will be 

realized." [4] 

 

Indeed, peace begins in ourselves, in our hearts. That is where the revolution of heart starts, and nowhere 

else. 

 

And Heung Jin Nim desperately wants to help us with this. He is eagerly waiting for us to call on him all 

the time, getting him busier with teaching us love than ever before: 

 

Heung Jin Nim: "Grab my hand. It may not be fleshy and bony and have hair on the back, but I want to 

tell you it's as substantial and a more substantial hand than the one you're holding right now. Substantial 

in spirit, substantial in victory. Take that hand and believe in it and go forward!" [5] 

 

We can also grab the hand of True Father and Jesus. The more support we have, the better. 

 

Love from Bruno 

 

 

1. The restoration of true love. Chapter 8: www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/sm-tl1/TL1-08.htm 

 

2. The victory of love: www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Books/VOL/VOL03.htm 

 

3. The victory of love: www.tparents.org/library/unification/books/vol/VOL19.htm 

 

4. True Mother, Thailand, June 12th, 2017: www.tparents.org/Moon-Talks/HakJaHanMoon-

17/HakJaHan-170613a.pdf 

 

5. The victory of love. 13th ICC: www.tparents.org/library/unification/books/vol/VOL19.htm 
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